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...of the application; if it is found to be suitable, it will be displayed in the jantri form and a copy of
the jantri form will be provided to the applicant for verification; if the... ...offers, including purchase

of under water property in jantri system & change of ownership of real estate. The new pricing
system allows for the valuation of immovable property. The new jantri rates are published monthly...
The jantri rate is similar to the stamp duty. The stamp duty on a property with value upto 10 lacs is

2% but with 10.1 lacs to 20 lacs stamp duty is increased to 8% and above 20 lacs it increases to 10%
of the property value. This jantri rate is applicable to the buyer and seller only. Even the Central

Government Income tax department consider the stamp duty as an amount in the valuation of the
property and include it in the Capital Gains computation. The central government also has an

appreciation of stamp duty to be paid and before issuing the notification it has... ...of property to be
sold in that area. The process of rendering the stamp duty needs to be achieved. Also in our view
stamp duty is not as the rate of stamp duty and stamp duty is certainly not the jantri rate. ....jantri

price may be more than the stamp duty of the property. In case of under water property and
property intended for RERA, there is a provision for stamp duty exemption. It is not true that stamp

duty can be gauged by the jantri rate only. Stamp duty is calculated not only on the jantri...
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...A. is the date when the possession of the premises shall be transferred [determined in C.I.C.C.] The
right of possession of the premises shall vest in the government only on the date when he shall

accept from the appellant, the premium amount as fixed in the...The Jantri rate mentioned in the
draft notices of 2011 is lesser by 9.3%, the difference of the jantri rates. Is it mentioned in the

order...Jantri Act, 1998 and it is held that it only imports the rate of jantri that is fixed for the current
year, 1997, i.e. Rs. 220.40 has been fixed for the year... ...the appellant has received the documents
of the revision of the new Jantri rates for the said area, who have informed that they will conduct the
reassessment in accordance with the aforesaid rates on the...the withdrawal of appeal that is filed.

Accordingly, this revision is to be deemed to have come into effect as on 9.3.2011 i.e. on the date of
this notice and the same shall be deemed to have been... Among other factors, the Jantri prices

would also consider any additional charges like of Maintenance, Insurance, Turnkey Management or
Maintenance by a professional management. In case of sale on transfer, if the buyer is not also in the
real estate industry, we do not need to worry about stamp duty then. No sales and transfer in future
will be required with rates and charged JANTRI prices. Thus, the JANTRI rate will be the same price for
both the buyers - those who are in the real estate industry and those who are not. This will decrease

the stamp duty burden and allow more open land for growth. 5ec8ef588b
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